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Abstract. A novel approach to consider additional spatial
information in flood frequency analyses, especially for the
estimation of discharges with recurrence intervals larger than
100 years, is presented. For this purpose, large flood quan-
tiles, i.e. pairs of a discharge and its corresponding recur-
rence interval, as well as an upper bound discharge, are com-
bined within a mixed bounded distribution function. The
large flood quantiles are derived using probabilistic regional
envelope curves (PRECs) for all sites of a pooling group.
These PREC flood quantiles are introduced into an at-site
flood frequency analysis by assuming that they are represen-
tative for the range of recurrence intervals which is covered
by PREC flood quantiles. For recurrence intervals above a
certain inflection point, a Generalised Extreme Value (GEV)
distribution function with a positive shape parameter is used.
This GEV asymptotically approaches an upper bound de-
rived from an empirical envelope curve. The resulting mixed
distribution function is composed of two distribution func-
tions which are connected at the inflection point.

This method is applied to 83 streamflow gauges in Sax-
ony/Germany. Our analysis illustrates that the presented
mixed bounded distribution function adequately considers
PREC flood quantiles as well as an upper bound discharge.
The introduction of both into an at-site flood frequency anal-
ysis improves the quantile estimation. A sensitivity anal-
ysis reveals that, for the target recurrence interval of 1000
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years, the flood quantile estimation is less sensitive to the se-
lection of an empirical envelope curve than to the selection
of PREC discharges and of the inflection point between the
mixed bounded distribution function.

1 Introduction

Flood frequency analysis provides flood quantiles, i.e. dis-
charges and their corresponding recurrence intervals. Espe-
cially for recurrence intervalsT >100 years, flood quantile
estimates are very uncertain, due to the limited length of the
measured flood series and the low number of representative
data for extreme floods (e.g. Cohn and Stedinger, 1987; Merz
and Thieken, 2005; Reis Jr. and Stedinger, 2005).

To reduce the estimation uncertainty of an at-site flood fre-
quency analysis, it is recommended to use more informa-
tion than the observed flood series (e.g. Hosking and Wal-
lis, 1986a; Stedinger and Cohn, 1986; Merz and Blöschl,
2008a,b; Merz and Thieken, 2009). Since the quantile es-
timates become less precise with higher recurrence inter-
vals, additional information becomes increasingly impor-
tant in these cases (e.g. Hosking and Wallis, 1986a). Ad-
ditional information can be classified into three groups:
causal, temporal (historic floods) and spatial (flood region-
alisation) information (Merz and Blöschl, 2008a,b). First,
process understanding can be incorporated as causal infor-
mation into a flood frequency analysis. For example, Merz
and Bl̈oschl (2008a) illustrated that an investigation of event
runoff coefficients helps to explain the generation processes
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of extreme floods and therefore to describe the upper tail be-
haviour of a distribution function.

Second, systematic time series can be extended by inte-
grating historic floods as non-systematic data (Stedinger and
Cohn, 1986). These historic extreme floods lead to more
data for the estimation of large quantiles (e.g. England Jr. et
al., 2003b; Benito et al., 2004). Historic observations con-
tain considerable measurement errors, but due to the short
systematic observation period, such additional information
is useful (e.g. Hosking and Wallis, 1986b), and an increase
of the effective record length leads to a better estimation of
flood quantiles (Condie and Lee, 1982; Stedinger and Cohn,
1986; Cohn and Stedinger, 1987).

Third, flood regionalisation aims at improving flood quan-
tile estimates by using information from gauges with similar
hydrologic characteristics. In this way, the limited length of
flood series is compensated by using regional flood series,
following the principle of “trading space for time” (Stedinger
et al., 1993). Gutknecht et al. (2006) proposed to combine lo-
cal and regional methods within a “multi-pillar”-approach to
reduce the uncertainty of flood quantile estimates for large
recurrence intervals.

The selection of a distribution function which is suitable to
estimate extreme floods is difficult (e.g. Merz and Thieken,
2005; El Adlouni et al., 2008). Parameter estimation meth-
ods mostly concentrate on the central parts of the distribution
function. The upper tail which is the most relevant for ex-
treme flood events and is subject to the largest uncertainty is
often not adequately described (Moon et al., 1993). Hence,
for the estimation of large flood quantiles, it is recommended
to concentrate on extreme floods and to derive as much in-
formation as possible from them (Naghettini et al., 1996).

Hydrological characteristics, e.g. generation mechanisms
of extreme floods, might be different compared to those of
high-frequency floods (e.g. Chbab et al., 2006; Gutknecht et
al., 2006; Merz and Blöschl, 2008b). Therefore, the use of a
single distribution function to represent the flood behaviour
across the complete spectrum of recurrence intervals is crit-
ical (England Jr. et al., 2003a), which is why mixed distri-
bution functions are recommended. For instance, the two-
component extreme value (TCEV) distribution (Rossi et al.,
1984) includes two different distribution functions for nor-
mal and extreme events, respectively (e.g. Francés, 1998;
Fernandes and Naghettini, 2008). The idea of mixed dis-
tribution functions is also the basis of the gradex approach
(Guillot and Duband, 1967), in which the traditional flood
frequency curve is used up to a recurrence interval, at which
the corresponding discharge leads to catchment saturation.
Above that threshold, the flood frequency curve follows the
rainfall frequency curve, assuming that the rainfall records
are longer and more precise than flood series (e.g. Naghettini
et al., 1996; Gutknecht et al., 2006; Merz et al., 2008).

Traditional distribution functions with three parameters,
such as the Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) or General
Logistic (GL), are unbounded or only bounded in specific

cases (e.g. GEV with a shape parameterk > 0). This implies
that the increase of the frequency curve is unlimited and that
a non-zero exceedance probability for unrealistic large flood
discharges is estimated (Enzel et al., 1993).

Distribution functions were developed which asymptoti-
cally approach an upper bound (e.g. the extreme value distri-
bution with four parameters – EV4; Kanda, 1981; Francés
and Botero, 2003). Francés and Botero (2003) combined
non-systematic and systematic data with a bounded distri-
bution function in their application of the EV4. The most
critical aspect of distribution functions with an upper bound
is the determination of the upper bound discharge.

Upper bound discharges can be derived, on the one hand,
by estimating a probable maximum flood (PMF). To esti-
mate a PMF, a probable maximum precipitation (PMP) is
transformed into a PMF. Therefore, the most extreme me-
teorological and hydrological conditions for a given region
are derived (e.g. Costa, 1987; Houghton-Carr, 1999; Fer-
nandes et al., 2010). On the other hand, envelope curves
provide upper bound discharges. Envelope curves bound
all regional unit floods of record, i.e. the maximum unit
flood discharges, by relating them to their catchment sizes.
The method of empirical envelope curves (ECs) is a simple
method which is not based on physical assumptions (Crip-
pen, 1982). ECs are traditionally constructed for an adminis-
trative region (e.g. China and USA; Costa, 1987; Europe and
the World; Herschy, 2002). Merz and Thieken (2009) en-
larged the European data set of Stanescu (2002) by German
floods of record from the last years and derived an EC which
was used as additional information to constraint the selection
of distribution functions.

Castellarin et al. (2005) and Castellarin (2007) extended
the traditional method of envelope curves by presenting prob-
abilistic regional envelope curves (PRECs). In this method,
an exceedance probability is assigned to the regional enve-
lope curve (REC). As a result, PRECs provide large flood
quantiles, i.e. pairs consisting of a PREC discharge and its
corresponding recurrence interval, i.e. the inverse of the ex-
ceedance probability, for each gauge of a homogeneous pool-
ing group of sites. The assignment of a non-zero exceedance
probability to the PREC discharge is the basis for including
the PREC results into unbounded distribution functions.

This study aims at improving flood frequency estimates
for large recurrence intervalsT by using additional informa-
tion provided by empirical and probabilistic regional enve-
lope curves. Since this study aims at integrating both, a dis-
tribution function needs to be selected which considers an
upper bound discharge as well as large flood quantiles de-
rived from PRECs. By doing so, for the first time, PREC
flood quantiles are inserted into a flood frequency curve.

This study is structured as follows: in Sect. 2, study area,
Saxony/Germany, and data are presented. The methods of
empirical envelope curves and probabilistic regional enve-
lope curves are briefly explained in Sect. 3. Here, we also
present the results of previous studies, in which PREC flood
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Fig. 1. Study region (Saxony/Germany) and selected discharge gauges coloured by their unit floods of record (modified from Guse et al.,
2009). The three gauges which were used in the application (see Sect. 5) are named in purple.

quantiles were derived for Saxon gauges (Guse et al., 2009,
2010). The novel method to improve the flood frequency es-
timates is described in Sect. 4. It is explained how large flood
quantiles and an upper bound discharge can be introduced
into a suitable distribution function. In Sect. 5, we show the
results of our method and evaluate the sensitivity of relevant
choices when estimating discharges with the presented mixed
bounded distribution for a targetT of 1000 years.

2 Study area and data

The study area is the federal state of Saxony which is located
in south-eastern Germany. The south-western part is cov-
ered by the mountain range of the Erzgebirge, which has the
largest altitudes in Saxony (Fig. 1). The Elbe is the largest
river in the investigation area.

The largest unit floods of record were observed at the west-
ern tributaries of the River Elbe coming from the Erzgebirge
(e.g. gauges 9 and 15 in Fig. 1) and at a tributary of the
Lausitzer Neisse (gauges 82 and 83). In the observation pe-
riod, both local and regional floods are included which af-
fected in particular the Erzgebirge (Pohl, 2004). Extreme
floods in Saxony belong to two flood types: small tributaries
in the mountain range of the Erzgebirge are affected by flash
floods, while riverine floods along the River Elbe are char-
acterised by a slow rise of the water level (Ulbrich et al.,
2003; Petrow et al., 2006). An extreme event in 2002 led to
severe flood damages at almost all tributaries originating in

the Erzgebirge and along the rivers Elbe and Mulde (e.g. Ul-
brich et al., 2003; Thieken et al., 2005). Particularly due to
this flood, several Saxon flood time series are very skewed
(Petrow et al., 2007). The 2002 flood led to large modifi-
cations of the frequency curve and especially of the shape
parameter at several gauges in Saxony (Schumann, 2004,
2005), and revealed the uncertainty of at-site flood frequency
estimates without additional information. This confirmed the
need for representative extreme events within the data series.

The discharge gauges are distributed along all relevant
rivers and tributaries in the investigation area. We used
83 gauges, including two from Thuringia (gauges 61 and 62).
We selected gauges with observation periods>29 years and
catchment sizes>10 km2 and without large effects due to
mining activities or dams. The annual maxima series (AMS)
as well as the maximum observed discharge, i.e. the flood of
record, were derived for all 83 gauges.

3 Envelope curves

Two types of envelope curves were used as additional infor-
mation for flood frequency analysis. First, upper bound dis-
charges were derived from empirical envelope curves (ECs)
and second, large flood quantiles were provided by proba-
bilistic regional envelope curves (PRECs). Both methods are
briefly introduced and the results of former PREC studies
(Guse et al., 2009, 2010) are presented.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of three different envelope curves. The floods
of record of Saxon gauges are additionally shown.

Envelope curves are boundary lines above all observed
floods of record of a region (see Figs. 2 and 3). Therefore,
the floods of recordQFOR are normalised by their catchment
sizeA and then related toA in a double-logarithmic plot. En-
velope curves are determined by their slopeb and intercepta
(Eq. 1, adapted from Castellarin et al., 2005).

log

(
QFOR

A

)
= a + b · log (A) (1)

3.1 Empirical envelope curves

In this study, an upper bound with an exceedance proba-
bility of zero for Saxony needs to be estimated, since this
upper bound discharge is used as an input for a distribution
function with upper bound. Three empirical envelope curves
were constructed (Fig. 2) and checked for their suitability
as upper bound discharge for Saxon gauges. First, an en-
velope curve based on the Saxon floods of record only was
derived. Second, the envelope curve for Germany ECG from
Stanescu (2002) was selected. Third, the European envelope
curve ECE of Herschy (2002) was used.

The Saxon envelope curve was determined by the largest
unit flood of record in Saxony. The floods of record of sev-
eral gauges are close to this EC. Thus, it is inconsistent to
assume that the Saxon envelope curve has an exceedance
probability of zero with respect toTPREC between 150 and
1500 years which were estimated by PRECs for this study
region in Guse et al. (2009) (see Sect. 3.4). For a few gaug-
ing stations, the discharges provided from PRECs were close
to or even larger than the Stanescu envelope curve for Ger-
many. Since it was advisable to take an envelope curve which
is certain to be the upper bound of Saxon flood discharges,
we used the European envelope curve by Herschy (2002).
This envelope curve is expected to be an upper bound which
might not be exceeded in Saxony, since it is determined by
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Fig. 3. Example of Regional Envelope Curve (REC) (from Guse et
al., 2010).

significantly larger floods from the Mediterranean region.
Stanescu (2002) and recently Gaume et al. (2009) compared
ECs of European countries and determined the largest mag-
nitude for Mediterranean countries. Stanescu (2002) con-
cluded that larger floods are possible around the Mediter-
ranean Sea than in Central European countries, owing to the
higher temperature and larger humidity contained in the air
masses. The Stanescu envelope curve was used only to in-
vestigate the sensitivity of the selection of the empirical en-
velope curve (see Sect. 4.3).

3.2 Probabilistic regional envelope curves

For an accurate representation of the upper tail of the dis-
tribution function and, in particular, of discharges with re-
currence intervals in the order of 1000 years, probabilistic
regional envelope curves (PRECs) (Castellarin et al., 2005;
Castellarin, 2007) were used. The core idea of the PREC
concept is the estimation of an exceedance probability for
a regional envelope curve (REC) based on two hypotheses.
First, PRECs can be only derived for homogeneous regions
as indicated in the index flood method (Dalrymple, 1960;
Robson and Reed, 1999). The index flood method assumes
regional homogeneity for sites with similar higher moments.
We used the mean of the annual maxima series as index flood.
The second hypothesis is the scaling of the index flood with
the catchment size. The methodical aspects of the PREC
concept which are relevant for this study are presented as
follows.

The slopeb of REC (Eq. 1) can be determined by a re-
gression through all index flood values of the pooling group
(Fig. 3). In addition, the floods of record of all sites of the ho-
mogeneous region are shown. The intercept a of REC is es-
timated by shifting the regression line up to the largest stan-
dardised flood of record (i.e. the flood of record divided by
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the index flood of the given site). Hence, the intercept a is
determined by the largest standardised flood of record in the
pooling group (Castellarin et al., 2005).

To estimate the recurrence interval of REC, the overall
sample years of the annual maxima series (AMS) of all sites
of a given homogeneous region are selected. To consider
the real information content of the data, the effective sam-
ple years of data are calculated. In this way, the reduc-
tion of the regional information content of the data due to
cross-correlated and concurrent flood sequences is consid-
ered. Castellarin (2007) presented an empirical relationship
for this case which considers the intersite dependence among
the AMS. For a detailed description of this relationship, we
refer to Castellarin (2007) and Guse et al. (2009, 2010). The
recurrence intervalT of REC is then estimated by using the
Hazen plotting position and the number of effective sample
years of dataneff (Eq. 2; from Castellarin, 2007)

T = 2 · neff (2)

The recurrence interval is calculated for the pair of the stan-
dardised flood of record and its corresponding catchment
size, which governs the REC (Castellarin, 2007). The PREC
provides a dischargeQPREC for each gauge of the pooling
group with the same recurrence intervalTPREC.

3.3 Application of probabilistic regional envelope
curves in Saxony

In previous studies, several PRECs were derived for Sax-
ony (Guse et al., 2009, 2010). A major step in the PREC
concept is the determination of the pooling group of sites.
Guse et al. (2010) used cluster analysis and the Region of
Influence (RoI) approach (Burn, 1990) to construct several
pooling groups using twenty candidate sets of two or three
catchment descriptors and different settings of the two pool-
ing methods. An own PREC was constructed for each pool-
ing group, which fulfils the homogeneity criteria of the het-
erogeneity measure (H1 < 2) of Hosking and Wallis (1993).
Hence, the constitution of the homogeneous regions and thus
PRECs differed depending on the grouping procedure.

Guse et al. (2010) estimated the performance of each
PREC application by comparing the PREC method with
the index flood method. Therefore, the PREC flood quan-
tiles were estimated for ungauged conditions using a cross-
validation procedure (Castellarin, 2007; Castellarin et al.,
2007; Guse et al., 2010). The relative error between PREC
discharge and the index flood discharge for the recurrence
interval of PREC was calculated (Guse et al., 2010). A
high relative error was estimated for sites with a significantly
smaller flood of record than theQPRECestimates for this site
(see Fig. 7 in Guse et al., 2010). PREC realisations with
a low performance error give better additional information
than those with a larger one. The flood quantile estimation
would not gain by the inclusion of PREC flood quantiles with
a high performance error. Hence, PREC flood quantiles with

a relative error<2 were used in this study only. By doing
so, PREC realisations that deviated strongly from the index
flood method were not considered. This means that PREC
flood quantiles of a site, which were more than three times
larger for ungauged conditions than the index flood estimates
for the sameTPREC, were excluded.

The number of PREC realisations varied among the
gauges between 0 and 127. A site had a lower number of
PREC flood quantiles when it belonged more often to het-
erogeneous regions due to the specific characteristics of this
gauge. Of the 89 gauges available in the previous studies,
only the 83 gauges with at least one PREC realisation were
used for this study (see Fig. 1). In the previous study,TPREC
varied between 150 and 1500 years with a mean value of
650 years (Guse et al., 2009).

3.4 Comparison of empirical and probabilistic regional
envelope curves

When comparing the traditional empirical envelope curves
with the probabilistic regional envelope curves, one has to
take note of the differences between the two approaches.
In addition to the description of both methods in Sects. 3.1
and 3.2, here we present differences which are relevant for
the application in the study region.

Several studies have presented the slope values of empir-
ical envelope curves. On average, a slope of−0.5 is esti-
mated with values between−0.2 and−0.7 (e.g. Herschy,
2002; Castellarin et al., 2005; Castellarin, 2007; Gaume et
al., 2009). In our study, the slopes of the empirical envelope
curves are close to−0.4. In contrast, the slope of the PREC
realisations in Saxony has a lower negative value in the ma-
jority of the cases. Here, the slopeb is about−0.2. This
means that the effect of the catchment size is smaller.

Since the intercept of the empirical envelope curve is
larger than those of the PREC realisations in this study, it
follows that the discharge of EC is larger than in the PREC
concept. This result is understandable given that we assume
in this study that the EC has an exceedance probability of
zero, while that of the PREC lies between 6.7× 10−4 and
6.7× 10−3 (the inverse values of 150 and 1500, respectively)
for this study region (see Guse et al., 2009).

The slopes of the PRECs are in the majority of the cases
smaller than those of the ECs. Hence, PRECs approach
the ECs with increasing catchment size. Since the PREC
discharges should be lower than the upper bound discharge
from EC in all cases, the consistency of PREC discharges
was checked for all sites of each PREC realisation. PREC
discharges which were larger than the upper bound derived
by the Stanescu envelope curve were removed. These cases
were detected for sites with a large catchment size. For
these sites, we used the PREC flood quantiles with discharges
smaller than the Stanescu EC. Whereas the Stanescu EC is
based on a large number of sites from Germany, the num-
ber of sites in the PREC approach varied depending on the
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grouping procedure and as it is shown in Fig. 2 the available
number of sites with large catchment sizes was rather low for
the PREC applications. It is assumed that the estimation of
the empirical envelope curve was better than those of PREC
in these cases with a large catchment size. In this way, con-
sistency among both methods was ensured.

4 Methods

This study aims at inserting large flood quantiles and up-
per bound discharges as additional information into a dis-
tribution function to improve the flood quantile estimates for
T > 100 years. For this purpose, a distribution function is re-
quested, into which large flood quantiles derived by PRECs,
i.e. QPREC and correspondingTPREC, as well as an upper
bound dischargeQMAX , provided by an empirical envelope
curve, can be integrated. The method consists of two steps:

1. Integration of the PREC flood quantiles into the ob-
served flood series (Sect. 4.1)

2. Application of a mixed bounded distribution function
including PREC flood quantiles and an empirical enve-
lope curve discharge as upper bound (Sect. 4.2)

Figure 4 gives an overview about our approach, including
the most relevant variables. The core idea is an improvement
of discharge estimates for a target recurrence intervalTt of
1000 years (orange line in Fig. 4). As additional information,
PREC flood quantiles with recurrence intervals between 150
(lower valueTl) and 1500 (upper valueTu) years are used
(dashed cyan lines) and combined with the observed flood
series in a distribution function (GEVsim−prec). As second
additional information, an upper bound discharge (QMAX )
(purple line) derived from an empirical envelope curve is in-
tegrated into a distribution function. The resulting mixed
bounded distribution (GEVbound) consists of two distribu-
tion functions, connected at the inflection point (TX) (dashed
magenta line) and approaching the upper bound (QMAX )
asymptotically. The mixed distribution function is identical
with GEVsim−prec up to the inflection point. From this point
on, the bounded GEV is used.

4.1 Integration of PREC flood quantiles

In the first step, PREC flood quantiles were combined with
the observed AMS. In a traditional regional flood frequency
analysis, flood data from the site itself and from neighbour-
ing sites are available. Since a PREC flood quantile com-
prises of aQPREC and its correspondingTPREC, it was im-
possible to add aQPREC value directly to the AMS as one
additional flood value. The additional information of the cor-
respondingTPRECneeds to be considered to use the complete
information from PRECs. Hence, a novel method was devel-
oped. Its steps are illustrated in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4. Scheme of the proposed method including the most relevant
variable names. The upper bound is illustrated in purple right of the
legend. GEVsim−prec is the combined distribution function of the
observed flood series and the PREC flood quantiles. GEVboundis a
bounded distribution function which includes PREC flood quantiles
as well as an upper bound discharge.

The Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) distribution was
fitted to the observed AMS of each gauge using L-moments
(Hosking and Wallis, 1997), denoted as GEVobs. The ade-
quacy of the GEV for the flood series in this study was proven
by L-moment ratio diagrams (see e.g. Vogel and Fennessey,
1993; Peel et al., 2001).

The three at-site GEVobsparameters (ξ , α, k) were used to
generate synthetic flood series. For this,Tu random numbers
between 0 and 1 (psim) were generated.Tu was selected,
since it was the maximum ofTPREC for the study region.
Thesepsim values were inserted into the GEV (Eq. 3) re-
sulting inTu simulated discharge values, denoted asQ.

Q = ξ +
α

k
·

[
1 − (−ln (psim))k

]
with k 6= 0 (3)

Subsequently, the GEV was fitted toQ, denoted as GEVsim
with a new parameter set (ξsim, αsim, ksim).

To ensure consistency between GEVsim and GEVobs, the
two should not differ considerably. For this, the flood quan-
tiles forT = Tu years of both GEV functions were compared.
It was decided that the discharge estimates of both functions
should not vary more than 1% forTu. Otherwise, the random
selection ofpsim and the estimation ofQ were repeated.

A second constraint was that there had to be nine or ten
values, denoted asnx , larger thanpE = 0.9933

(
= 1−

1
150

)
.

This value was selected, because theTPREC values were
larger than 150 years (Tl = 150). It was therefore assumed
that the PREC flood quantiles were representative forT >Tl
years. A binomial function showed that the largest probabil-
ity was estimated when assuming that nine or ten floods with
T > Tl were expected to occur withinTu years. This con-
straint was considered to prevent an influence of a randomly
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1) Selection of an adequate flood series Q and estimation of its L-momentsobs

2) Selection of a suitable unbounded distribution function

3) Generation of 1500 synthetic discharges Qsim

4) Check for consistency between Q and Q
and for an adequate number of discharges with T > 150 years

sim obs

5) Replacement of discharges with T > 150 years in Q by randomly selected Qsim PREC

6) Estimation of L-moments for the new flood series Qsim-prec

7) Calculation of flood quantiles using the unbounded distribution function

8) One hundred repetitions of steps 5-7

Fig. 5. Overview of the consecutive steps to integrate PREC flood quantiles into the at-site distribution function.

selected number of PREC flood quantiles. Then, GEVsim and
GEVobswere assumed as sufficiently similar for using theTu
simulated flood series instead of the shorter measured time
series.

In a next step, PREC flood quantiles were integrated into
the simulated flood seriesQsim. Among the random num-
berspsim, thenx values larger thanpE were removed from
the simulated flood seriesQsim and replaced bynx QPREC
values. This approach implicitly assumes that the observed
flood series is appropriate up toTl . However, the PREC dis-
charges also influenced the combined function of observed
and PREC discharges forT <Tl .

Since previous studies provided more thannx PREC flood
quantiles for most of the gauges (see Sect. 3.3) (Guse et
al., 2010),nx PREC flood quantiles among the PREC re-
alisations of a given gauge were selected in a random pro-
cess whereas the discharges were weighted according to their
TPREC. We considered the recurrence intervals using a bino-
mial functionB (Eq. 4). This approach was used to estimate
the mean occurrence of a specificQPREC with a recurrence
intervalTPRECwithin Tu years.

P(X = m) = BTu;
1

TPREC
(X = m) with m = 1,2,...,20 (4)

We checked m for one to twenty occurrences. Among these
twenty results, we selected the m with the largest probability
Pmax, i.e. the maximum likelihood, denoted asmmax. The
QPREC value of this PREC realisation was assignedmmax

times to a vectorV PREC. This implies that PREC discharges
with a smallerT were assigned more often toV PREC. In
this way, the recurrence interval of the PREC realisations
was evidently considered, since a PREC flood quantile with
a smallerTPREC was expected to occur more often than a
PREC flood quantile with a larger one. This procedure was
repeated for all PREC realisations of this gauge.

Thenx QPREC values were then randomly selected with-
out replacement fromV PREC. In order to adequately repre-
sentTPREC, a specificQPRECcould be selected as many times
as it was included inV PREC. Thenx discharges derived from
PREC were assigned to the reduced simulated flood series
of Tu−nx values, so that the new flood series comprisedTu
values again.

In the majority of cases, the length ofV PREC was larger
thannx , which required the random selection of PREC dis-
charges. In the other cases, for sites with a lower number
of PREC realisations inV PREC thannx , nx values were re-
moved from the simulated flood series as well. Then all val-
ues fromV PREC were added. In order to obtainTu values
again, the remaining discharges toTu were selected randomly
from thenx discharges withT >Tl years.

The GEV was fitted to the new flood series, denoted as
GEVsim−prec, using L-moments. This approach allowed an
integration of PREC flood quantiles in flood frequency es-
timations. Due to the random process, there might be dif-
ferences in the magnitude of the selected PREC discharges,
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and therefore also in the final distribution function. Hence,
we repeated the selection ofQPREC one hundred times and
estimated one hundred GEV parameter sets. The GEV
parameter sets which estimated the median discharge for
Tt = 1000 years were used for the next steps. The corre-
sponding GEV distribution was denoted as GEVsim−prec 50.
The influence of the PREC selection on the discharge esti-
mates was expressed by showing the 5%- and 95%-quantiles
of GEVsim−prec for Tt, denoted as GEVsim−prec 05 and
GEVsim−prec 95, respectively. A comparison of GEVsim−prec
with GEVsim illustrated the effect of using PREC flood quan-
tiles as additional information.

4.2 Mixed bounded distribution function

We used a mixed bounded distribution function which was
developed in storm research (Hofherr et al., 2008). The use
of this distribution function enables us to integrate an upper
bound discharge as further additional information besides of
the PREC flood quantiles.

In this mixed bounded distribution function, flood quan-
tiles up to a recurrence interval threshold ofTX (inflection
point) are estimated by an unbounded distribution function
(here: GEVsim−prec with k < 0), and quantiles above the in-
flection pointTX are estimated by a bounded distribution
(here: GEVbound). GEVsim−prec includes PREC discharges
which are representative forT between 150 and 1500 years.
To adequately represent the PREC discharges, we selected
an inflection pointTX = 500 years. The sensitivity of the
method to the choice of this inflection point was analysed in
Sect. 4.3.

GEVbound has a positive shape parameterk and, hence,
asymptotically approaches an upper bound. The three param-
eters of GEVbound (ξbound, αbound, kbound) were determined
with a numerical solution method by three constraints using
Eqs. (5)–(7). First, the upper boundQMAX which was pro-
vided by an empirical envelope curve was inserted into the
GEV upper bound function (Eq. 5).

QMAX = ξbound +
αbound

kbound
(5)

Second, both GEV functions (GEVsim−prec, GEVbound) had
to be identical at the inflection point to avoid inconsistencies.
Therefore, both functions were equated at the inflection point
(Eq. 6).

GEVsim−prec (T = Tx) = GEVbound (T = Tx) (6)

The third constraint was that both GEV functions had the
same slope at the inflection point. Therefore, their derivates
were equated (Eq. 7).

GEVsim−prec
′ (T = Tx) = GEVbound

′ (T = Tx) (7)

In the case of a successful solution, GEVboundwas fully de-
fined, increasing monotonically.

The mixed bounded distribution function was not applied
for the seven sites with a positivek of GEVsim−prec. In these
cases, the GEVsim−prec was already bounded. Since they al-
ready approach an upper bound, even after integrating PREC
discharges, the number of sites for which the mixed bounded
distribution function was applied was reduced to 76. The
main advantage of a bounded distribution function is that it
avoids an unlimited increase up to unrealistic discharge val-
ues, which was already prevented by the positivek values in
these cases. In this context, it is worth mentioning that ten
sites have a positivek for the at-site estimation. This means
that the sign has been changed from positive to negative for
three sites due to the inclusion of the PREC flood quantiles.

4.3 Sensitivity analysis

The effect of three choices in this method was investigated
for a target recurrence intervalTt = 1000 years in a combined
sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity of each choice was tested
as follows:

1. The magnitude of the empirical envelope curve dis-
charge: German EC (ECG) (Stanescu, 2002) vs. Eu-
ropean EC (ECE) (Herschy, 2002),

2. the selection of PREC discharges: 5% vs. 95% of the
GEVsim−prec estimates forTt,

3. and the magnitude of the recurrence interval threshold
(inflection point):TX = 200 vs. 500 years.

For each choice, the four possible combinations of the
two other choices were checked. The comparison ofQbound
(Tt = 1000) between all possible combinations of these three
choices allowed us to evaluate their effect on the discharge
estimations of GEVbound for Tt. The relative deviations are
calculated for each choice (Eqs. 8–10). This procedure en-
abled us to determine the most sensitive choice of the dis-
charge estimates forTt.

EEC =
Qbound (QMAX = ECE) − Qbound (QMAX = ECG)

Qbound (QMAX = ECG)
(8)

EPREC =
Qbound

(
GEVsim−prec,95

)
− Qbound

(
GEVsim−prec,5

)
Qbound

(
GEVsim−prec,5

) (9)

ETX =
Qbound (TX = 500) − Qbound (TX = 200)

Qbound (TX = 200)
(10)

5 Results

5.1 Integration of PREC flood quantiles

Figure 6 illustrates exemplarily for the gauge Lauenstein
(site 14 in Fig. 1) that GEVsim agrees well with GEVobs
(orange and black lines in Fig. 6). The blue-coloured cir-
cles symbolise the PREC discharges which were selected
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Fig. 6. Effect of integrating PREC flood quantiles into the at-site
flood frequency analysis. GEVobs, GEVsim and GEVsim−prec are
compared for the site Lauenstein. The observed flood series is il-
lustrated as Hazen plotting position (PLP Hazen). The PREC flood
quantiles which were selected for GEVsim−prec 50are coloured in
blue.

for GEVsim−prec 50. Most of theQPREC (TPREC) are smaller
than theQGEV (TPREC). Hence, the integration of the PREC
flood quantiles leads to a higherk (shape parameter of GEV)
and a lower skewness of GEVsim−prec compared to GEVsim.
Therefore,Qsim−prec for a givenT is smaller thanQsim.

The PREC flood quantiles indicate that the skewness of
the GEV might be too large when using the observed data
only. The recurrence interval of the flood of record (flood
discharge of 2002) might be larger than the at-site estimate.
The effect of the flood of record on the estimation of large
quantiles within the at-site flood frequency analysis seems
to be too high. The smallest PREC discharge is identical
with the flood of record of Lauenstein. This means that the
intercept of this REC was determined by the at-site flood of
record.

5.2 Mixed bounded distribution function

GEVsim−prec was used to estimate the flood quantiles up
to TX = 500 years in the mixed bounded distribution ap-
proach. FromTX on, GEVboundwas used, which asymptoti-
cally approaches the upper bound discharge derived from the
empirical envelope curve by Herschy (2002). Considering
GEVobs and GEVboundfor all gauges, three cases can be dis-
tinguished, which are shown in Fig. 7a–c. The variability due
to the selection of PREC flood quantiles is demonstrated by
adding the 5%- and 95%-quantiles (cyan dashed line).

In the first case (gauge Lauenstein, Fig. 7a), GEVboundes-
timates lower discharges than GEVobs for all values ofT .
To give an example, GEVbound estimates a discharge of
200 m3/s for Tt, whereas the GEVobs discharge is about
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Fig. 7. The mixed bounded distribution function GEVboundvs. the
traditional GEV (GEVobs) and the GEVsim−prec for the gauges
(a) Lauenstein,(b) Niederschlema,(c) Gera. The blue-coloured
PREC results show the selected PREC discharges which yielded a
median discharge for the target recurrence interval of 1000 years
among the hundred repetitions. The upper bound is illustrated in
purple right of the legend.

300 m3/s. GEVobs increases unlimitedly, whereas the gradi-
ent of GEVbounddecreases and approaches the upper bound.

Figure 7b shows an example (gauge Niederschlema,
site 33 in Fig. 1) where several PREC discharges are larger
than the GEVobsdischarge estimates for the same recurrence
interval. However, there are also various smaller PREC flood
quantiles. On average,QPREC (TPREC) is similar toQGEV
(TPREC), and thereforeQsim−prec is similar to Qobs. The
PREC flood quantiles support the GEVobs estimations, and
the effect of the inclusion of PREC discharges is low.

In the third case, the PREC flood quantiles are larger
than the GEVobs discharge estimates (gauge Gera in Fig. 7c,
site 62 in Fig. 1). Here,Qbound is about 1.5 times larger
than Qobs for Tt. Despite the asymptotical approach to-
wards the upper bound,Qbound is larger thanQobs even
for T = 10000 years. There are gauges within the pool-
ing groups of this site with significantly larger unit floods
of record than those of Gera. The regional envelope curve
has a considerably higher flood magnitude than the observed
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Fig. 8. Comparison of discharges estimated by GEVsim and
GEVsim−prec 50for the target recurrence interval of 1000 years for
83 gauges. The three sites shown in Fig. 7 are marked.

discharges. The PREC flood quantiles indicate that a flood
larger than the current flood of record might occur. The ma-
jority of the sites belongs to this third type.

5.3 Comparison of the three distribution functions

First, we compared GEVsim and GEVsim−prec. After that, we
examined the differences between GEVsim and GEVbound. In
both cases, discharge estimates forTt were compared by cal-
culating the relative deviations and we used the median of the
hundred GEV estimations for GEVsim−prec and GEVbound.

The comparison of GEVsim and GEVsim−prec 50 shows
how strongly GEVsim−prec 50 is affected by PREC flood
quantiles. Figure 8 illustrates that the relative deviation is
positive in the majority of the cases. Hence, GEVsim−prec 50
estimates larger discharges than GEVsim for almost all
gauges. This result can be explained by the PREC flood
quantiles. For the majority of the sites, theQPREC (TPREC)

values are larger than the correspondingQGEV (TPREC) es-
timates. Hence, GEVsim−prec 50also estimates larger values
than GEVsim (see “Gera” type in Fig. 7c).

In a further step,Qsim andQbound 50are compared (Fig. 9).
A positive relative deviation indicates thatQbound 50is larger
thanQsim despite the asymptotic behaviour towards the up-
per bound. TheQbound 50 exceedsQsim, becauseQPREC
(TPREC) values are mostly larger in comparison to the corre-
spondingQGEV (TPREC) (see example of Gera; Fig. 7c). This
implies that the PREC discharges enormously affect the GEV
and lead to larger discharges of GEVbound 50 than GEVsim
for the same recurrence interval. Figure 9b shows that even
for T = 10 000 years a positive relative deviation is estimated
for the half of the sites. Due to the asymptotic behaviour
of GEVbound 50, there are more sites with a negative relative
deviation forT = 10 000 than forT = 1000 years.

5.4 Sensitivity analysis

With a combined sensitivity analysis, the effect of the up-
per bound derived by the empirical envelope curve, of the
QPREC-selection and of the inflection point is investigated.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of discharges estimated by GEVsim
and GEVbound 50 for recurrence intervals of(a) 1000 and
(b) 10 000 years. The three sites shown in Fig. 7 are marked. The
seven sites with a positivek are not shown.

Each sub-figure in Fig. 10 illustrates the results of one choice.
The four possible combinations of the two other choices (see
Sect. 4.3) are shown with four box-plots. Each box-plot
is based on the results of the 76 sites. Figure 10a–c illus-
trate that the largest relative deviation is found when com-
paring the 5%- and 95%-quantiles of GEVsim−prec and em-
phasise that it is necessary to consider different PREC selec-
tions. This variation occurs due to the random selection of
the PREC discharges.

The selection of the empirical envelope curve has the
lowest relative deviation. There are only small differ-
ences in Fig. 10a. Its effect is slightly larger forTX =

200 years. The smallerTX , the smaller is the point at which
GEVboundasymptotically approaches to the upper bound and
the stronger GEVbound is influenced by the empirical enve-
lope curve discharge.

The relative deviation due to the PREC selection is similar
when varying the empirical envelope curve or the inflection
point (Fig. 10b). Here, there is the inverse situation com-
pared to the selection of the empirical envelope curve. The
largest relative deviation is found forTX = 500 years. This
can be explained by the fact that, GEVbound is affected from
TX on also by the asymptotic behaviour and not only by the
selection ofQPREC.

In Fig. 10c, the largest deviation was estimated for
the different TX values when using the 95%-quantile of
GEVsim−prec. The GEVsim−prec 95 is higher skewed than
GEVsim−prec 05, because of the inclusion of largerQPREC
values. Thus, the difference between the two GEVboundesti-
mates with differentTX values is larger when using the 95%-
quantile due to the higher skewness.
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Fig. 10. Relative deviation between the quantile estimates of
GEVbound for T = 1000 years when varying three choices. The
boxplots show the results for the 76 sites which were used in the
sensitivity analysis.
(a) Empirical envelope curves (ECG = Germany; Stanescu, 2002;
ECE = Europe; Herschy, 2002),(b) PREC flood discharges (95-, 5-
quantiles) and(c) inflection point (TX ).

The relative importance of the three choices is shown for
all 76 gauges (Fig. 11). For each choice, the mean of the
absolute relative deviation of the four approaches as indi-
cated in Fig. 10 was estimated for each site separately. In
a next step, the three mean absolute relative deviations were
summed up (overall absolute relative deviation) and the frac-
tions of the three choices were estimated. In this way, the
importance of the three choices for all sites is given. The
gauges are ordered by the distance between their unit floods
of record andEEC. Figure 11 shows that the effect of the
selection of the PREC flood discharges increases with larger
distance to the REC, whereas the effect of the inflection point
and of the empirical envelope curve decreases. This pattern
can be explained when considering the three choices in de-
tail.
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Fig. 11.Fraction of the three choices to the overall absolute relative
deviation for each site in [%]. The sites are ordered by the distance
of the unit flood of record to the unit discharge of the European en-
velope curve.
EC = selection of the empirical envelope curve (ECG vs. ECE);
PREC = selection of PREC flood discharges (95- vs. 5-quantiles);
TX = selection of the inflection point (TX = 200 vs. 500 years).

The effect of the choice of the empirical envelope curve
considerably influences the discharge estimates forTt only
for sites with a small distance to the largest unit flood of
record, i.e. the sites which are close to the empirical envelope
curve. The closer they are to the European one, the larger is
the fraction of the empirical envelope curve selection.

The intercept of a REC is defined by the largest standard-
ised flood of record in the pooling group. The site which
determines in all its PREC realisations the intercept of REC
(Neundorf, site 9 in Fig. 1) has a relative deviation of zero
related to theQPREC selection (site 3 in Fig. 11), because
QPREC is always equal to the at-site flood of record. The
smaller the at-site unit flood of record, the larger the distance
to the largest unit flood of record of a pooling group could be
within a REC. Because of that, the possible range of PREC
discharges increases along with the distance between the at-
site unit flood of record and the largest regional unit flood of
record.

In addition, the effect ofTX is larger for sites with a high
skewness. The larger the skewness, the larger are the differ-
ences between the discharge estimates forT = 200 vs.T =

500 years. Therefore, the influence of the choice ofTX also
increases. Especially the sites with a large flood of record are
characterised by a high skewness. Thus, the largest influence
of the TX selection is found for sites with floods of record
close to EC. The fraction of the inflection point is highly
correlated with the shape parameterk. The effect of the in-
flection point is negligible for sites with a small negativek,
whereas its effect predominates whenk is highly negative.

6 Discussion

A novel method to integrate additional regional information
about upper tail behaviour into at-site flood frequency anal-
yses was presented. This study aimed at improving the dis-
charge estimates for largeT . The core ideas were to combine
PREC flood quantiles with traditional flood frequency ap-
proaches and to introduce a mixed bounded distribution func-
tion which considers large flood quantiles as well as an upper
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bound discharge. It is interesting to compare this method
with the integration of historical events, to discuss the selec-
tion of PREC flood quantiles and the results of the sensitivity
analysis and to compare our procedure with traditional flood
regionalisation methods.

There are some similarities between our method to inte-
grate PREC flood quantiles and the use of historical floods as
additional information in flood frequency studies. Historical
floods are combined as non-systematic data with measured
flood series. Generally, a threshold is fixed and the number
of floods above this threshold in the historical period is de-
termined (Stedinger and Cohn, 1986; Reis Jr. and Stedinger,
2005). The integration of historical information is based on
the assumption that all extreme floods above the threshold
are recorded because of the large amount of damages they
have caused. However, in this approach discharge values are
used only. The probabilities of the historic floods are un-
known and are not considered (e.g. Martins and Stedinger,
2001). This is the largest difference to our method, which
considers besides the discharge values also the recurrence in-
terval of PRECs. Furthermore, whereas the use of historical
data extends the time series, the integration of PREC flood
quantiles is based on substituting the time period with spatial
information. Because of that, a different approach than for
the integration of historic data was chosen, which enabled us
to use the additional information in terms ofTPREC and to
integrate severalQPRECvalues.

The selection of the PREC flood quantiles is the most
sensitive step forTt. The influence of the random process
depends on two aspects. First, it is affected by the num-
ber of PREC realisations. The more PREC realisations, the
more combinations of randomly selected PREC discharges
are possible. Second, the results are influenced by the vari-
ation of the PREC flood quantiles inQPRECas well as in its
correspondingTPREC. Small differences between the PREC
flood quantiles lead to low differences in GEVsim−prec inde-
pendently of the number of PREC realisations.

The selection of the inflection point has the second largest
effect. The inflection points were selected according to the
aim of our study and the available data and PREC results.
Based on the observed data, flood quantiles up to about
100 years can be estimated by at-site analysis. The recur-
rence interval of interest was 1000 years. Hence, we checked
intermediate recurrence intervals as inflection point (200 and
500 years) to quantify the sensitivity of this choice. We fi-
nally selected an inflection point of 500 years, because the
higher inflection point leads to a better consideration of the
PREC flood quantiles. The larger the inflection point, the
larger is the effect of the PREC flood quantiles.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, both empirical envelope curves dif-
fer strongly. However, the sensitivity analysis shows that the
effect of the envelope curve selection on a discharge with
T = 1000 years is smaller than those of the random selection
of PREC discharges or of the inflection point. In this con-
text, it is worth noting that we predefined a target recurrence

interval of 1000 years. Since the envelope curve governs the
asymptotical approach towards the upper bound, the influ-
ence of the envelope curve selection will be larger for in-
creasingT .

In traditional flood regionalisation approaches (e.g. index
flood), the recurrence interval of interests can be increased
successively by the inclusion of neighbouring data. Or, in
other words, the uncertainty of large flood quantiles de-
creases with each added flood series that leads to a gain of
information, and consequently, to an increase of the effec-
tive observation data. Our procedure differs from traditional
methods, because it is based on two types of additional infor-
mation (PREC flood quantiles and upper bound discharge)
which are representative for specific parts of the distribu-
tion function. The target recurrence interval of 1000 years is
covered by the PREC flood quantiles adequately. It is clear
that we did not consider additional information to the at-site
flood data for recurrence intervals smaller than the PREC
flood quantiles (150 years). However, also the estimation of
discharges with recurrence intervals smaller than 150 years
might benefit from the use of PREC flood quantiles as addi-
tional information. A combination of our procedure with a
traditional regionalisation approach could be a next step to
increase the use of additional information.

7 Conclusions

A novel method to improve the quantile estimation for high
recurrence intervals by using additional information was pre-
sented. Our study was focused on a recurrence interval of
1000 years. Large flood quantiles were derived by proba-
bilistic regional envelope curves (PREC). These PREC flood
quantiles were combined with the measured flood series. A
mixed bounded distribution function was presented which
considers in addition to the PREC flood quantiles also an up-
per bound discharge derived by an empirical envelope curve.
The mixed bounded distribution function avoids an increase
up to unrealistic large discharges. Whereas the combination
of PREC discharges and a simulated flood series based on
at-site parameters was used for recurrence intervals of up to
500 years, a bounded distribution function was applied for
largerT .

The main outcomes of this study are:

1. The use of the additional information of PREC flood
quantiles and empirical envelope curves supports the es-
timation of large quantiles.

2. The effect of PREC flood quantiles on the quantile esti-
mation is especially relevant when the PREC discharge
varies largely from the at-site GEV estimate for the
same recurrence interval.

3. The sensitivity of the flood quantile of 1000 years to
the selection of empirical envelope curves providing the
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upper bound discharge on a flood quantile of 1000 years
is smaller than the selection of PREC flood quantiles
and of the inflection point between both functions of the
mixed bounded distribution.
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